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How long does it take for casein 
plastic to decompose? 

How will you go about finding the 
answer?

I will test my question by making 
plastic and seeing if it will 
dissolve in water. 

Question

I think that casein plastic will 
break down in water in  a minimum 
of 5-6 days. 

Hypothesis
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The History About How we Can Make Milk Into Plastic     
What can you make out of milk? Cheese, butter, whipped cream, sour cream, yogurt, ice cream, 
and...plastic! Are you surprised by plastic? It is true. In fact, from the early 1900s until about 1945, 
plastic made from milk was quite common. This plastic, known as casein plastic or by the trade names 
Galalith and Erinoid, was used to manufacture buttons, decorative buckles, beads, and other jewelry, as 
well as fountain pens and hand-held mirrors and fancy comb-and-brush sets. 
The Science Behind Plastic.
But how can milk be changed into plastic? To answer that we need to think first about what plastic is. 
The word plastic is used to describe a material that can be molded into many shapes. Plastics do not all 
look or feel the same. Think of a plastic grocery bag, a plastic doll or action figure, a plastic lunch box, 
and a disposable plastic water bottle. They are all made of plastic, but they look and feel different. Why? 
Their similarities and differences come from the molecules that they, like everything else, are made of. 
Molecules are the smallest units (way too small to see with your eye!) of any given thing. Plastics are 
similar because they are all made up of molecules that are repeated over and over again in a chain. 

Research



Research
These are called polymers, and all plastics are polymers. Sometimes polymers are chains of just one 
type of molecule, In other cases polymers are chains of different types of molecules, that link together 
in a regular pattern. A single repeat of the pattern of molecules in a polymer (even if the polymer uses 
only one type of molecule) is called a monomer. 

Science Behind Making Milk Plastic.
The  Milk contains many molecules of a protein called casein. When you heat milk and add an acid (in 
our case vinegar), the casein molecules unfold and reorganize into a long chain. Each casein molecule is 
a monomer and the polymer you make is made up of many of those casein monomers hooked together in 
a repeating pattern .The polymer can be scooped up and molded, which is why it is a plastic.



*Controlled VARIABLES: 
- Milk brand  
- 12 cups of milk
- How long it would take to heat in the microwave. 
- Vinegar brand 
- Water. 

  
**Changing VARIABLE : 

- What is in the milk
- What is in the vinegar and water. 

My project will consist of testing if casein (a 
protein inside of milk) will dissolve in water. I 
think that it would take five to six days for it to 
dissolve. I will keep track of it every day and see if 
my Hypothesis
 is right.      

Variables



Materials
● Mugs or other heat-resistant cups (4 and large enough to hold more than 8 oz. of liquid
● Masking tapePen or permanent marker
● Teaspoon measuring spoon
● White vinegar (at least 8 oz.)
● Milk (at least 12 cups); nonfat, 1%, 2%, and whole milk will all work
● Microwavable liquid measuring cup; should be large enough to hold 4 cups of milk
● Cooking or candy thermometer
● Spoons (4)
● Cotton cloth (12 squares, each 6 x 6 inches); cutting up old T-shirts works just fine
● Rubber bands (4)
● Clear plastic or glass drinking cups (4), each large enough to hold 8 oz. of liquid
● Kitchen scale, should be accurate to 1 gram
● Wax paper (in 12 identical pieces); each piece should be smaller than the weighing surface of the 

kitchen scale
● Paper towels
● Baking molds 
● Tupperware bowl (7 x 5 x 3 in.)  



Procedure
Step 1:  Make casein plastic, using milk and vinegar. 

Step 2:  Place the plastic in the baking mold and level. 

Step 3:  Remove plastic from baking mold and let it dry, (usually 48 
hours). 

Step 4: Measure diameter and height of dried plastic. 

Step 5: Place dry plastic in tupperware bowl and fill with water 
until one inch above plastic.  

Step 6:  Observe and begin measuring the diameter and height once 
the plastic starts to degrade, or every 24 hours. 

Step 7: Record measurements, times and observations.  



Evidence:
Pictures





Observations
Jan 1st, 2022;  I molded plastic and let it dry at 4:57pm.
Jan 5th, 2022; It was not dry and hard as expected so I put it in the oven at 170 degrees for 10 mins, now It 
has hardened.It is 2 ⅛ inches diameter and ⅛ inches tall. I placed it in cold water at 4:00pm.  I will observe 
my project every 24 hours. 
Jan 6th, 2022; 4:53pm the water looks cloudy. It feels squeezing and starting to degrade.  I placed it  back in 
water at 5:00pm. 
Jan 7th 2022;  The water was very cloudy,I could not see my  plastic project,  so I remove it from the cloudy 
water. It is now 2 ¾ inches diameter & ¼ inches tall. It is expanding and degrading with the water.  It looks 
& feels almost like cottage cheese.  I emptied the old water & replaced  it with new water to better observe my 
project. 
Jan 8, 2022; Water is even more cloudy. It is falling apart and is no longer round and it is  now ⅛ two 1/16 
tall. Drained and added new water to observe my project.  
Jan 9, 2022; Water is as cloudy as yesterday, so it is now not a solid object. My project is not measurable and 
has dissolved as expected.      



(1) Made casein plastic of 2 cups of milk & 6 tsp of vinegar. 
(2) Jan 5, Molded casein plastic into a mold of 2 ⅛ inches diameter 

& ⅛ inches tall, (total volume=1.671 inches) then placed in 
water. 

(3) Jan 6, grew 2 ½ inches diameter & ¼ inches tall. (total 
volume=3.926 inches) 

(4) Jan 7, grew 2 ¾ inches diameter & ¼ inches tall. (total 
volume=4.319 inches)

(5) Jan 8, Falling apart, is no longer round and now ⅛ to 1/16 tall. 
(6) Jan 9, Falling apart, can not hold and now not a solid object. 

Project is not measurable and has dissolved as expected. 
Note: (volume formula: 3.14159 x (diameter / 2) / (4 x 
height) = Volume   

Measurements 
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Analysis
Casein plastic is biodegradable. 

Conclusion
We can make plastic out of 
natural and renewable resources 
to save environment for future 
generations without polluting 
our earth. 



Abstract
My project proved that we can 
make plastic out of renewable 
resource like milk polymers. We 
can save our environment, save 
animals and keep our earth clean 
for many, many  generations to 
come.


